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Searching for Designs: Paradigm and 
Practice 

ROBERT F. WOODBURYt  

Most CAD systems operate within a paradiym that makes it impossible for computers to materially 
assist in design. Yet in the research community, the well-established search paradigm is technically 
ready for broader application. This paper describes design search using the devices of set theory 
and grammars. It constructs a model of design spaces as a framework for creating new types of 
systems, and argues that current professional CAD systems cannot easily adapt the search 
paradigm. Two approaches to systems that use design search, potentially exhaustive enumeration 
and spatial grammars are discussed with reference to existiny research efforts. 

INTRODUCTION 

FOR MANY YEARS a generative approach to com- 
puter-aided design has been quietly developing in 
research laboratories at universities around the world. 
Within the research community it has become a para- 
digm ; there are many researchers who accept its premises 
and methodology and take as their task its further devel- 
opment. Within its bounds there are parallel threads of 
inquiry that are moved by their own motivations and 
logic, yet are inherently complementary. The approach 
considers design as an act of search in the realm of spatial 
compositions and sets as its task the discovery of formal 
and computational machinery appropriate to express and 
conduct search. It demands rigor and precision, but 
returns insight and a spirit of  exploration. 

The search paradigm (to give it a name) stands in 
harmony with, and perhaps partially motivates, the 
present recurrence of compositional ideas in architec- 
ture. The mechanisms provided by the paradigm may even 
prove to sustain this interest. In contrast, current CAD 
practice and search share very little in common. Existing 
CAD systems for architecture have their roots in another 
approach : the drawing processor. They support drawing, 
not design. They advance technically to higher speeds 
and more "intuitive" displays, not theoretically to greater 
insight into architecture. On the other hand, recent devel- 
opments in search suggest that we can expect its larger 
application and dissemination in the CAD industry. The 
first significant implementations of search based CAD 
programs are emerging from the research laboratories. 
These are not just potential tools for industry, they invig- 
orate research by supporting greater exploration of archi- 
tecture itself. 

In this article, the search paradigm is described 
abstractly as a design space model,~ using concepts from 
set theory and formal language theory. Into this model 
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specific search systems can be mapped ; with it, require- 
ments for new systems can be posed. At its core the model 
views search as the action of a set of operators on a 
representation all being guided by a search strategy. When 
compared to a current understanding of human prob- 
lem solving the model suggests that a complementary 
relationship can exist between human designers and 
computer-based search systems. A hypothetical con- 
temporary professional CAD system is compared against 
the design space model, and it is shown that the organ- 
ization of the CAD system presents little potential for 
integration with the search paradigm. Put simply, new 
system designs are needed. Two lines of  inquiry, mature 
as research and exemplary of the search paradigm, are 
described : (1) the L O O S  system as an advanced devel- 
opment of an approach to layout that emphasizes exhaus- 
tive search strategies, and (2) spatial grammars, that use 
constructive rules both to explain existing corpora of 
designs and to explore new families of  designs. 

The search paradigm owes intellectual debts to many 
sources outside of architecture. These include: formal 
language theory and computational linguistics for gram- 
matical concepts, set theory and graph theory for rep- 
resentations and proof procedures, cognitive psychology 
for models of human problem solving, and artificial intel- 
ligence for representation and search. However, the para- 
digm is more than an amalgam of these gleanings ; it is 
enlivened by its own logic and is firmly anchored in the 
field of design. 

SEARCH AND DESIGN 

There are many accounts of the act of architectural 
design. Among the most clear and vigorous of these view 
design as puzzle-making [5], as ill-structured problem 
solving [6], as an evolutionary process [7], and as decision 
making [8]. All of these seem to have at their core a sense 
of form-making that is constructive in its essence. In 
computational terms such construction is search. 

Search characterizes design as a path planning problem 
through a space of possibilities. It presents a broad and 
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Fig. 1. A generic diagram for search. 

flexible metaphor for design that provides insights into 
both the act of designing and the structure of  designs. It 
has significant empirical support as the principal mech- 
anism used by human designers. There exists in computer 
science a well-developed understanding of search and 
some powerful tools for describing, simulating, and 
conducting search. Each of these characteristics alone 
provides, for me, ample reason to seriously consider 
search as a basis for computer-aided design systems. That 
they all exist, within one paradigm, is convincing indeed. 

If design is search, then design problems have a struc- 
ture and the act of designing is a process on that structure. 
Informally and as shown in Fig. 1, design problems con- 
sist of a set of information states, divided into initial, 
intermediate, and goal states, and a set of operators 
that move between those states. Each of the states rep- 
resents some design, possibly incomplete. Designing in 
its simplest form consists of finding a set of operator 
sequences (or paths) between initial and goal states. 
More typically in architectural design, any part of the 
structure may be partly undefined and it is left to the 
design process to discover that structure. For example, it 
is common that the program for a building (the initial 
state) undergoes significant change as building design 
progresses. 

Since my interest is in developing computational sup- 
port for the search paradigm, it is useful to be more 
formal. I will begin with a description (following 
Requicha [9]) of the states of design, particularly how 
they fulfill their role as representations Of designed objects. 
Then I will describe the operators of search (partly fol- 
lowing Newell and Simon [10]) and finally how these 
components are brought together into a single conceptual 
structure that generically describes design search. 

In the following text I have taken care to be precise 
(yet still abstract) in the presentation of various prop- 
erties, both .formal and informal. Essentially a formal 
property of an object is one that can be stated math- 
ematically, in terms of a mathematical description of the 
object. Informal properties can be stated only impre- 
cisely. The properties I describe are not the only ones 
that can exist, nor are they of interest for every type of 
search. They do, however, present an overall picture of 
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the issues that arise when search is taken seriously as a 
metaphor for design. 

Design search, whether done by human or machine, 
acts on data, not physical objects. These data are finite 
symbol structures, that is, they are collections of related 
atomic elements called symbols. The collection of all 
symbol structures that may be considered in a particular 
design task constitutes a representation space R and each 
member of R is called a representation. 

Elements in representation space may have interpret- 
ations as one or more designed objects. In order to be 
precise about these interpretations it is necessary to have 
a precise characterization of designed objects. The con- 
cept of a mathematical modeling space M is employed 
for this purpose. A modeling space is an abstract descrip- 
tion of some properties of all members of the space. 
For example, a building may be described in plan as a 
collection of  non-overlapping rectangles, and a modeling 
space for buildings may be all sets of non-overlapping 
rectangles. A modeling space captures properties of 
designed objects. If these are useful properties that allow 
us to understand the character and utility of a design 
then the modeling space will be useful. Modeling spaces 
are used to describe (and discover) properties of designs, 
for example, the mathematical conditions that guarantee 
that elements in a set of rectangles do not overlap. It is 
important to understand that modeling spaces capture 
only properties of a physical object relevant to a par- 
ticular design task, for example, a set of rectangles may 
describe the relative positions and dimensions of rooms, 
but not the materials, textures, lighting, or construction 
of an actual building. 

By building pairwise associations between elements 
of modeling and representation spaces, the semantics of 
representations are defined. Formally, these are described 
as a representation scheme, a relation ® : M  ~ R on 
the sets M and R. Figure 2 informally demonstrates a 
representation scheme for the massing of houses that 
simply uses elements from a set of descriptive words as 
the representation space. 

This description of a representation scheme would be 
sufficient if both of the sets M and R were available to 
us in their entirety. We could then simply construct the 
Cartesian product M x R, and select directly from it 
the appropriate pairings of models and representations. 
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Fig. 3. A more operational depiction of a representation scheme. 

Sadly, M and R can seldom be so expressed, and for quite 
different reasons. 

The set R contains those computational objects that 
will be generated and manipulated by a design process. 
In interesting design problems, the number of alternatives 
that could be considered is large enough to defeat any 
exhaustive enumeration (it could easily be infinite). Even 
if it were practically possible to directly enumerate all of 
the alternatives, it would be quite inefficient, therefore 
undesirable. The set R is typically (but not always, as will 
be shown in the discussion of LOOS later in this paper) 
specified directly, as a grammar (informally a set of primi- 
tive symbols with syntax rules for their combination) or 
as an algebra (informally a set of objects and a collection 
of operators). All members of R are generated by gram- 
mar rules (alternatively, by algebra expressions) and are 
therefore syntactically correct. 

The set M is not specified in advance; indeed, the 
generation of some of its members is the task of design. 
Further, the set M is usually existentially characterized, 
that is, it is a mathematical abstraction of some of the 
properties of the actual object. For example, in a model- 
ing space of non-overlapping sets of orthogonally ori- 
ented rectangles it is not important to physically generate 
all such sets of rectangles, it suffices to know that for 
each pair of rectangles an overlap cannot occur simul- 
taneously in both of the principal directions. 

Figure 3 shows a different way of defining ®; it takes 
the form of its inverse relation ® -  ~, for mapping mem- 
bers of R to members of M (such members of R are said 
to model or represent members of M). It is useful to 
described O L as a characteristic predicate, 

{10 i f ® - ' ( r ) ~ M ,  
P(r) = otherwise 

that determines if a symbol structure in R represents an 
element of M. This predicate can be thought of as a test 
that can be implemented as computer program.t  As it 
would be impossible to implement a computer program 
to test any m E M, ® is defined as O -  ~ - '. The domain of 

t Remember, the only things that we can compute upon are 
members of R, therefore all computable tests must be written in 
their terms. 

®, denoted by D, is the set of all elements of M that have 
corresponding elements in R. The codomain of O is R. 
The range of ®, denoted by F, is the set of all members 
of R (by definition syntactially correct), that correspond 
to elements in D. 

With these preliminaries in place it is possible to more 
formally describe certain properties of a representation 
scheme, namely : extent of domain (expressiveness), syn- 
tactic validity, well-formedness, completeness (unam- 
biguousness), uniqueness, and abstractness. 

When compared to the entire modeling space M the 
size of the domain, D, of a representation scheme is a 
measure of the descriptive power of the scheme. D is 
that part of the modeling space that is accessible by 
construction of representations in R. If D = M the rep- 
resentation scheme is semantically exhaustive. 

Every element of V (the range of the representation 
scheme) is considered to be valid, as it is both syntactically 
and semantically correct (i.e. it can be constructed by the 
rules that define R and has corresponding elements in D). 
If V = R then the representation scheme is syntactically 
valid, as every syntactically correct representation cor- 
responds to an element of D. 

If, in addition to syntactic validity, a representation 
scheme is semantically exhaustive, then the scheme is 
well-formed. A consequence of well-formedness is that the 
characteristic predicate of ®-~ is always TRUE. With 
a well-formed scheme, it is theoretically possible to gen- 
erate a representation that corresponds to an arbitrary 
member of the modeling space, using only the syntax 
rules that define the representation space. As we shall see 
in a later section, well-formedness is an essential quality 
for exhaustive search strategies. 

A representation r e V is unambiguous, or complete, if 
it corresponds to a single element in D. It is unique if its 
corresponding objects in D have no other representations 
in Is. Intuitively a valid representation is ambiguous if it 
models several objects in D, and an object in D has non- 
unique representations if it corresponds to more than one 
element of Is. A representation scheme is unambiguous, 
or complete, if all members of its range are unambiguous. 
Similarly, a representation scheme is unique if all mem- 
bers of its range are unique. 

Related to unambiguousness is the property of 
abstractness. In constructing representation schemes for 
design it is very useful to keep the size of either or both 
of the representation space R or the range V of the rep- 
resentation scheme as small as possible. This implies a 
smaller space to search. Given a particular modeling 
space M, a common way of achieving this is to introduce 
a kind of controlled ambiguity into the representation 
scheme. Figure 4 provides an example, the LOOS system 
[11] (discussed in more detail later), in which the model- 
ing space is the set of all arrangements of loosely packed, 
non-overlapping, orthogonally orientated rectangles in 
two dimensional euclidean space R 2. The representation 
space consists of a set of graphs, where the nodes of the 
graph denote rectangles and the arcs denote the spatial 
relations to-the-right-of, to-the-left-of, above, and below. 
Each graph in the representation space represents an 
entire class of rectangles in the modeling space that differ 
in the dimensions and locations of the constituent rec- 
tangles but are the same with respect to the spatial 
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Fig. 4. Ambiguity in the representation scheme of LOOS. 

relations specified in the graph. Thus the representation 
scheme for LOOS is decidedly ambiguous, as every rep- 
resentation corresponds to an infinite set of rectangles, 
yet the ambiguity is precisely controlled, since specific 
spatial relationships are faithfully modeled. This feature 
is used in LOOS to divide layout problems into two 
parts, corresponding to discrete and continuous spatial 
variables, only the first of which uses search as it is 
described in this paper. 

In some cases abstractness may be separated from 
unambiguousness by considering it a property not of the 
representation scheme, but of the modeling space. Figure 
5 shows that, in LOOS, if the modeling space M is con- 
sidered to be the set of all arrangements of 9eneric rec- 
tangles, that is, rectangles whose vertex coordinates are 
expressed as variables rather than numbers, and whose 
spatial relations are specified as equations, then the rep- 
resentation scheme could be unambiguous with respect 
to M. In this case all of the abstractness in the system 
has been transferred to the modeling space itself. 

Another, less formal, way of looking at the concepts 
of abstractness and unambiguousness is to employ the 
ideas of instance and class. An instance is a single object 
and unambiguous representation schemes can be said to 
model instances in modeling space. A class is a group of 
objects and an abstract scheme models classes, where 
all instances in a class have some (hopefully relevant) 
common properties. With the ideas of instance and class 
another relation, the same-class relation qJ : M ---, M, can 
be constructed between elements of the modeling space. 
Two objects are in W if both correspond to the same 
representation in V. If • is an equivalence relationt then 
all representations in V unambiguously denote blocks 
(alternatively pieces) of a partition of M. 

The formal properties of a representation scheme can 
be used to describe properties of the search operators 
that act in representation space. Remember that search 
is a process of applying operators that move between 
design states (points in representation space). For any 
design search problem a set of operators, denoted O, is 
needed and these are best described in the context of 
another formal construct, the search space. 

A search space S is comprised of a modeling space M, 
a representation space R, a representation scheme ®, 

t An equivalence relation is re[texive, symmetric, and tran- 
sitive. 

a set of operators O, and a set of initial representa- 
tions I c R. An  operator application within S consists 
of an operator from O applied to a representation 
from R. More formally, when an operator from O is 
applied to a representation re  R to yield another repre- 
sentation r '~ R, then r is said to directly derive r" in O, 
or symbolically r ~ r ' .  If there exists a sequence of 

o 
direct derivations using operators from O, such that 

r o ~ r  I ~ . . .  ~ r  n then r o derives r,,in O, r,~ ~ r , .  

Operators in a search space may individually or as a 
set have the properties of closure and monotonicity. Other 
properties of search space operators, completeness and 
non-redundancy are defined only on the search space itself. 
Another formal property of search spaces, .fixed order, 
exists, though it appears specific to a particular search 
strategy (that used in LOOS). 

An operator is closed in V if its application to any 
member of V can never result in a representation not in 
V. A search space is closed in V if all of its operators are 
closed in V. If operators are closed, and begin from 
elements in V, then the characteristic predicate of the 
representation scheme, P(r), need never be applied to test 
for representational validity. 

An operator can be monotonic with respect to 
both properties in M (modelin9 space monotonicity) and 
to the symbol structures in R (representational mono- 
tonicity). If a set of properties PM of any m e M cannot 
be altered by the application of an operator, then the 
operator is monotonic with respect to P~. If an operator 
can only add to, but otherwise never alter, the symbol 
structures of R, then it is monotonic with respect to R. 
A search space is monotonic in either sense if all of its 
operators are monotonic in that sense. Thesc two types 
ofmonotonicity are quite different and do not imply each 
other. 

A search space S is complete in the domain of its 
representation scheme ® if, by application of any com- 
bination of operators from O starting from any elements 
of L representations in V sufficient to model all of D can 
be reached. If ® is semantically exhaustive and the 
operator set is complete in D, then the operator set is 
complete in M. Informally, completeness in M means 
that every conceivable solution can be reached by some 
sequence of operator applications from O. A search space 
S is non-redundant if there is at most one sequence of 
operator applications beginning from iE I that can gen- 
erate any r e R. 

A search space exists in the absence of any specific 
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design context ; it is simply a description of possibilities. 
By applying operators beginning at initial states it is 
theoretically conceivable that one might eventually visit 
any design within the space. But such unguided 
wandering is unlikely to be interesting. To pursue design 
requires more : a way to choose operator applications, a 
sense of where in the space one wishes to go, and a means 
of knowing when one has arrived at a goal. These are 
accomplished by a search strategy. 

A search strategy is a policy; a way of making 
decisions. Under its guidance it is possible to move 
through a search space purposefully, visiting new states 
and remembering or forgetting them, that is, making 
them active or inactive until an appropriate design is 
found (or is not found). Each visitation of a state is called 
a step and typically occasions four types of decisions. 

1. Is the design problem solved? 
2. Which from among the active designs will be selected 

next? 
3. Which search space operator will be applied to the 

selected design? 
4. Which of the active designs will remain active? (Which 

will be made inactive?) 

To make these decisions requires two additional com- 
ponents in a search strategy : design goals and evaluation 
devices. Design goals are statements of intent; they 
describe in some way the characteristics possessed by a 
successful solution. They may be precise, for example, 
the program for a speculative apartment building may 
require a total of 200 units evenly divided between 1 and 
2 bedroom apartments. Alternatively they may be quite 
vague, for example, a design review board may require 
the same apartment building to conform to a very loosely 
stated set of visual criteria. As suggested by the above 
example, design problems have multiple and often con- 
flicting goals. Designs are compared against goals as they 
are reached by the operators and these comparisons are 
used in making the decisions at each step in design. 

Comparing a design against goals brings to the surface 
what is both a central feature of the search paradigm and 
a reason for our interest in it: designs are composed 
with one set of  variables and evaluated with another. In 
architecture (and in other disciplines in which geometry 
is a prime design issue) this appears inevitable. At least 
with present understanding, designs are created by speci- 
fying their physical properties, that is, by developing the 
form that an object will take and the materials (and 
perhaps processes) that will be used to build it. Design 
variables thus specify physical objects. On the other hand, 
designs are of real interest to us only when we posit their 
interaction with an environment (which in the case of  
buildings includes their users). By simulating a design in 
its context we understand its performance variables each 
providing a measure according to some criterion or point 
of view. To make matters worse, the relation between 
design and performance variables is many-to-many. One 
design variable may affect a number of performance vari- 
ables ; a change in a window location might affect view, 
ventilation, and facade balance. On the other hand a single 
performance variable may require many design variables 
for its computation; heating demand is a function of 

building size, window area and orientation, construction, 
use, etc. Thus we must generate before we can test; 
we must have a design before we can critique. The search 
paradigm, by separating generation (operator appli- 
cation) and evaluation (design step decision making) fits 
well with this seeming inevitability. 

To understand performance, a design is tested (accord- 
ing to various criteria) against its predicted context. A 
set of such tests, one for each criterion, together with a 
means for understanding their collected results con- 
stitutes the evaluation devices of a search strategy. The 
tests alone are not enough, for designs perform according 
to many different criteria, and these cannot be treated 
separately. It is commonly the case that one performance 
measure conflicts with another, for example, that it is 
impossible to improve a view without increasing heat 
loss. Making decisions in the face of these conflicts 
requires an understanding of possible tradeoffs and ulti- 
mately judgements of relative value [8, 12]. 

Many different search strategies have been developed 
over the years in cognitive science and artificial intel- 
ligence. These are lucidly explained in numerous pub- 
lications [13-16]. I do not treat these in detail here, rather 
later in this paper I introduce and compare two exemp- 
lary approaches that must use very different search 
strategies. 

With search strategies our portrait  of the search 
paradigm is complete. To search requires a space and a 
strategy. A search space is composed of a representation 
scheme, a set of search operators and a starting point. It 
provides an implicit specification of a world of possibili- 
ties. A search strategy is a decision making policy and its 
associated machinery. It provides a means to move pur- 
posefully through a search space. To coin one last term, 
a design space consists of a search space and a strategy. 

It is only with the concept of a design space in place 
that a crucial idea can be introduced. A set of operators 
in a design space is semantically relevant if its mem- 
bers correspond to "meaningful moves" in design. For 
example, in beaux-arts composition a set of operators 
that supports the creation of axes, cross-axes, symmetri- 
cal placement of facade elements, proportioning between 
elements, operations on poche, etc. is much more sem- 
antically relevant than a set that describes how to con- 
struct a building from its physical components (steel 
members, blocks, bricks, etc.). As suggested by the 
example, semantic relevance depends on not just the 
search space, but also the goals and evaluation devices 
of the search strategy. 

DESIGN SPACES, HUMANS, AND 
COMPUTATION 

Traditionally, architects have worked "on the boards". 
Now more and more work on machines. I will argue here 
that this presents a difference of kind, yet currently only 
a difference of degree has been accomplished in the pro- 
fessional mainstream. To do so requires a brief look at 
human cognition and computer organization. 

Figure 6 presents a well-known and empirically vali- 
dated model of the human information processing system 
(IPS) [10, 17]. Human thought is modeled as a number 
of processors and memories linked together in a constant 
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Fig. 6. A model of human cognition. Fig. 7. A schematic computer organization. 

structure. Each processor has a characteristic cycle time, 
or interval in which it can complete a simple information 
process. Each memory? is described by five parameters : 
storage capacity (the number of items that can be sim- 
ultaneously stored), decay time (the time it takes a 
remembered item to be forgotten), read time (the time 
it takes for the human processor to access a memory 
element), write time (the time it takes to store a memory 
element), and code type (which can be physical, visual, 
acoustic, or semantic). Included in the model is an exter- 
nal memory that is actually outside of the human body 
yet is essential to any explanation of human behavior in 
a complex task. Books, drawings, charts, and computers 
can all act as external memory. Several properties of the 
cognitive model are of interest here : 

• Seriality. It is empirically incontestable that human 
thought is serial. Humans do one thing at a time; 
the time it takes to do any cognitive task increases 
proportionately to the complexity of the task. 

• Speed. The human processor is, by computer standards, 
depressingly slow. A typical mean speed for a single 
information processing task is 70 ms, several orders 
of magnitude slower than modern computer systems. 

• Rule-like processor behat:ior. Production systems are 
sets of rules with an automatic recognition and acti- 
vation mechanism. A production system model of the 
human processor appears to fit well with observations 
of human performance. 

• Goal-orientedprocessor behavior. Humans act towards 
achieving goals, and such behavior surfaces in many 
ways. In particular goals organize problem solving 
and their level of satisfaction is a large determinant of 
behavior. 

• Short term memory (STM) parameters. Two main 
classes of internal memory, short and long term, exist. 
Short term memory is very limited in capacity and has 
very short read and write times compared to long term 
memory. It and that part of external memory in direct 
foveal view are effectively the only memories that the 
human processor can immediately read. The short 
term memory itself is the only memory to which the 
processor can quickly (relative to cycle time) write. 

• Long term memory (LTM) structure. Long term mem- 

"~- Cognitive theories differ in the location of working memory. 
For present purposes these differences are irrelevant. 

++ Also known as computer architecture; from the point of 
view of the readership of this journal an unfortunate choice of 
wording. 

ory is an effectively infinite, associative memory. By 
associative is meant that memory items are stored as 
an interlinked network, the nodes being items and the 
arcs being relations. Memory is accessed by following 
the arcs from one item to another. Items in LTM are 
not forgotten, though the arcs connecting them to 
other parts of the network may disappear. A crucial 
characteristic of LTM is its write time which is about 
5-10 s of processor effort. 
External memory (EM) structure. External memory 
is also effectively infinite, with highly variable organ- 
ization, decay period, and read and write times. It is 
the only part of the IPS that is subject to structural 
change and its characteristics can greatly alter human 
performance on a task. 

Comparison of the human cognitive model with the search 
paradigm yields several provocative observations : 

• Short term memory bounds effectively constrain the 
types of search in which unaided human problem 
solvers can indulge. In particular: the systematic 
exploration of design problems would appear to be 
extraordinarily difficult, and search strategies that 
involve saving large numbers of states arc effectively 
impossible. 

• Human goal orientation as well as processor and 
memory limits make the simultaneous consideration 
of a wide range of design concerns difficult. 

• Designed objects are complex and their descriptions 
correspondingly so. Human designers have an ab- 
solute reliance on external memory to record and 
manipulate these descriptions. 

Figure 7 demonstrates a second model; a highly sim- 
plified view of computer organization~ that I expect will 
be quite familiar to all readers. In this model, a computer 
has a single processor, two different kinds of memory, 
and separate input and output devices. Like the model 
of human cognition, each of these is characterized by a 
set of parameters : speed for the processor and capacity, 
read and write time for memory. This model describes at 
some level almost all of the machines used in the building 
field today, new developments in parallel processing and 
massively parallel computers notwithstanding. Several 
properties of this model are of interest: 

• Seriality. Like human cognition, computers of this 
type are inherently serial devices. Multiple processes 
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can exist at one time within a machine, but these 
are executed piecewise consecutively by the central 
processing unit (CPU). 

• Speed. Current CPUs are blindingly fast when 
compared to a human processor even when the 
great difference in elemental operation complexity 
is acknowledged. As of September 1989, speeds of 
15 millions of instructions per second (MIPS) are 
available on moderately priced workstations. 

• Processor behavior. An array of different pro- 
gramming language paradigms is available for com- 
puters, allowing these machines to behave in many 
different patterns, most not matched by normal 
human cognition. Great precision of behavior is the 
norm but must be accomplished by rigorous pro- 
gramming. Current understandings of machine learn- 
ing, adaptive and goal-oriented behavior are in their 
infancy, and such behaviors will not be seen soon 
outside of research laboratories. 

• Memory structure. That two memories exist in the 
model is a technological and economic artifact. Pri- 
mary memory must have sufficiently fast read and 
write times to keep up with processor speeds, but 
is only needed for data and programs that must be 
immediately available to the processor. Currently, 
relatively expensive silicon chips are the most common 
technology. Secondary memory is provided by less 
expensive devices (typically disks). With modern vir- 
tual memory techniques, the existence of secondary 
memory is hardly noticed by most users. Available 
memory capacities are large, with tens of megabytes 
of primary storage and gigabytes of secondary storage 
available for moderately priced workstations. 

When compared to the search paradigm this model of  
computation yields observations complementary to those 
for the human cognitive model : 

• Search spaces for real design problems are vast and 
increase in size exponentially as the complexity of 
design problems increases. No amount of processor 
speed and memory capacity can defeat this fact. 

• Memory is quickly available in large quantities to a 
computer processor, permitting search strategies that 
require large (but in practice not exponential) memory 
resources. 

• Accomplishing design search with a computer pro- 
cessor requires an implementation of a design space 
as a computer program. Theoretical rigor is a necess- 
ity. Part experience indicates that such programs are 
likely to be large and complex.t 

When the two models are put together, such that the 
outputs from one are attached to the inputs of the other, 
a model of a single entity appears. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the human is connected to the machine and the machine 
to the human. Each can perform part of the task and 

t Such programs have been usually written in imperative lan- 
guages that are not "natural" to the search paradigm. Perhaps 
the "right" language would go a long way to making search 
implementations simple. 

LONG TERM ] 
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Fig. 8. Human and computer in a single model. 

communicate its results to the other. It seems that some- 
thing akin to a "symbiosis" is possible, with each part 
assuming those parts of the task for which it is most 
suitable. Such a vision is far from new and has been 
central in the growth of computation in society, but so 
far it has hardly been realized in architecture. Current 
systems are founded on theory that inevitably leaves all 
of the search strategy on the human side of the model. 

If computers are to perform any of the search, then a 
realization of at least part of the machinery presented 
above must exist on the computer side. The entire 
machinery is not necessary and is not even desirable for 
some approaches. At a minimum, the operators 
and means for their automatic invocation seem to be 
required. Current theory and implementation in research 
labs has achieved some of this capability, yet almost none 
is in evidence in professionally available systems. Until 
it is, at least one of the potentials of computation in 
architecture will remain unrealized. 

CURRENT CAD SYSTEMS AND SEARCH 

It is interesting to analyze existing CAD systems within 
the models just presented. Consider a typical CAD sys- 
tem of the type that is currently used for working drawing 
production. An actual system could be chosen for this 
comparison, but that both is unnecessary and would be 
unfair to the system, as all such systems have much com- 
mon underlying structure. Call this hypothetical system 
Arehidraw. 

Archidraw works by allowing users to enter, delete, and 
modify data that denote geometric entities such as points, 
lines, polygons, curves, etc., in 2 or 3 dimensions, and 
associated properties of those entities. It maintains an 
internal representation of these entities that typically cor- 
responds exactly to operations used to create the data. 
Thus a line segment that is entered as three separate 
sections joined end to end is stored as three entities, not 
as a single geometric entity. Geometric entities may be 
grouped together with two mechanisms, layers and 
groups. Every geometric entity belongs to precisely one 
layer. Layers are typically used to separate information 
pertinent to different subdisciplines in design. For exam- 
ple, it is usual to store structural design information on 
a different layer from electrical wiring. Groups are 
different creatures altogether ; they are used to create sets 
of geometric entities that are used repeatedly in a design. 
For  example, a group containing line segments that 
"represents" a door may be used wherever in a design a 
door is required. Groups may in turn contain groups; 
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a group "representing" a bathroom may contain sub- 
groups for the tub, sink, and toilet. Layer information is 
preserved within groups, that is, every geometric entity 
used in a group belongs to a possibly different layer. 
Archidraw has representation support lor the so-called 
non-qeometric data that is used to attribute geometric 
entities with properties such as line type, color, manu- 
facturer, cost, etc. Finally, dimensions may be rep- 
resented as distances (either horizontal, vertical or direct 
line) between any two points or as angles between any 
three points. Dimensions in Archidraw are associative : 
when the points upon which dimensions depend are 
moved, the values stored in the dimensions are auto- 
matically updated. These devices, geometric entities, 
layers, groups, non-geometric data, and dimensions are 
the only means that Archidraw has to store and organize 
its information and may be called its representation. 

Acting on Archidraw's representation are a set of oper- 
ators that allow the user to explicitly construct geometric 
entities, to compute relevant geometric properties (such 
as line center-points and intersections), to assign geo- 
metric entities to groups and layers, to enter non-geo- 
metric information, and to select dimensions. Archidraw 
has a wide variety of different commands that are con- 
stantly being changed and upgraded by the system's 
designers. All of these commands are available to the 
user through an interactive interface that makes their 
application quick and "intuitive". 

By themselves the commands are limiting because they 
are at a very "low level" ; a large number of them may 
be required to perform an operation that "makes sense" 
to a designer. Archidraw thus has a macro languaqe 
that is used to collect comments together into a logical 
structure. This language supports some of the features 
of imperative programming languages such as C and 
PASCAL, most notably subroutines and iteration. 

It is easy to see that Archidraw leaves the human with 
all of the burden of design. It provides neither rep- 
resentation scheme, operators, nor search strategy, and 
cannot easily be coerced into doing so. 

The representation of Archidraw is that of drawings ; 
essentially of lines that can be combined with a set of 
drawing operations, thus it is a representation space. 
It lacks a clear semantics as no precise (and therefore 
implementable) representation scheme, or mapping from 
objects to the things that represent them, can reasonably 
be claimed. Although humans are adept at interpreting 
drawings as design concepts or physical objects,t 
attempts to give computers similar capabilities remain 
less than convincing. This by itself is not fatal, indeed the 
most extensively published design search theory, shape 
grammars, has this feature, but in its absence the evalu- 
ation devices of a search strategy must be explicitly con- 
structed [I 8]. 

Humans using the operators of Archidraw can become 
quite adept at creating drawings, but in the absence of a 
representation scheme, operators can have few mean- 
ingful formal properties. With respect to the crucial yet 
informal property of semantic relevance, I would argue 
that these essentially mark-making operators are of little 

i- And at making creative use of ambiguities that arise in the 
interpretive process. 

significance in design ; they arc merely a recording device 
for the relevant operators that remain implicit in the 
human brain. Of equal significance is the inability of 
Archidraw to recognize when and where its operators 
can be applied. This is death, and it is eloquently argued 
by Stiny [19] that current CAD data structures cannot 
accommodate matching that meets our spatial intuitions. 

Archidraw has no search mechanism: it provides at 
largely passive repository for input information. To be 
sure, clever input strategies and display operations exist, 
but these are only devices to place and review already 
known data. This last shortfall is the most damning o[" 
all, for without a search strategy, however partial, design 
all remains up to the human. 

If current CAD systems, of which Archidraw is exemp- 
lary, hold out little promise that they can be adapted to 
the search paradigm, then what can be done? The answer 
is "'Much". In the next sections 1 will describe two quite 
different approaches within the search paradigm, tracing 
a bit of their history, sketching their organization and 
theory, and describing their current status. No attempt 
at coverage or classification of all of the extant research 
work is made. Others [2, 20] have done so at various 
times, and I shall not repeat their work. 

The LOOS ~:vstem 
LOOS, by Flemming [11, 21], is a system for gen- 

erating designs that can be meaningfully approximated 
by a set of non-overlapping rectangles. It is exemplary in 
the present discussion in two regards: (1) it implements 
a search strategy that appears to be a high water mark 
of an exhaustive approach to search, and (2) its search 
space, upon whose properties the validity of the search 
strategy depends, is both highly formalized and intuit- 
ively appropriate. 

LOOS stands within a paradigm for research on for- 
malizations for geometric layout that began with [22, 23], 
and has continued its development through [24-27] to 
[11, 21]; these last two are the primary literature for 
LOOS. The essential character of the paradigm lies in a 
separation between so-called qualitative and quantitative 
variables. Qualitative variables make discrete (and hope- 
fully semantically meaningful) distinctions between 
designs; the spatial (or topological) relations between 
parts are important examples. By making these distinc- 
tions, an uncountably infinite world of designs may be 
divided into a large, but countable, set of classes of 
designs. All of the designs in each class arc partially 
described by the same set of qualitative variables. But 
note that this must be a partial characterization, for 
designs within a class are not the same, and it falls to 
the quantitative variables in each class to express these 
differences. Quantitative variables describe the con- 
tinuously varying features of designs; dimensions and 
location are typical examples. Within a class of designs, 
the qualitative variables impose certain mathematical 
relations on the quantitative ones, and these relations 
precisely describe the bounds of variation allowed by the 
class, Both the imposed relations and the quantitative 
variables (not just their bound values), differ between 
classes. The paradigm calls for a/brmalized representation 
for qualitative variables, and in such formalizations we 
find instances of search spaces. 
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PROCESSOR 

Fig. 9. The LOOS system architecture. 

U D 
Fig. 10. A loosely packed arrangement of rectangles and a cor- 

responding orthogonal structure. 

The organization of LOOS as a system, diagrammed 
in Fig. 9, provides a clear conceptual separation between 
design space components. Each of the five parts of LOOS 
contributes meaningfully to system behavior. Two of 
them, the generator and controller, are central to this 
discussion and will be given greatest emphasis. 

The generator realizes the search space of LOOS. 
Its modeling space is the collection of all sets of non- 
overlapping rectangles in R 2. Such rectangle sets are 
called loosely-packed arrangements of rectangles (LPARs). 
Its representation space is the set of directed, arc-colored 
(from the set {R, A}) graphs (orthogonal structures) that 
satisfy a precisely stated set of conditions on the inter- 
connections of their nodes.t Informally, these conditions 
state that: (1) any two arbitrary nodes in the graph 
(excepting one specially identified external node) must be 
joined by only one type of uniformly colored path, (2) 
the external node is joined to every node by paths of both 
colors, and in both directions, and (3) each of any two 
parallel paths contains at least three vertices. An orthog- 
onal structure represents an LPAR (and the [LPAR, 
orthogonal structure] pair is thus in the representation 
scheme) iff there exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between nodes in the orthogonal structure and rec- 
tangles in the LPAR such that an R or (A)-colored arc 
between two nodes corresponds to a to-the-right-of (or 
above) spatial relationship between two rectangles (see 
Fig. 10). Proofs exist [11, 21] that the representation 
scheme is well-formed. It is certainly not unambiguous 
with respect to LPARs, but it is abstract and this is 
required by the layout paradigm. It is not a unique 
scheme as there exist multiple representations of certain 
LPARs.:~ 

The generator implements a set of operators on orthog- 
onal structures that have been proven [11, 21] to make 
the search space closed, complete, modeling space 
monotonic with respect to spatial relations from { to-the- 
right-of, to-the-left-of, above, below}, non-redundant, 
and to have fixed-order.§ These operators produce from 
parent orthogonal structures their children, orthgonal 
structures with one node more than the parent. Given 

t Note that the representation space of LOOS is initially speci- 
fied existentially, not as a grammar. This presents no real prob- 
lem for our account of representation schemes as a constructive 
grammar is developed by LOOS's theory. 

:~ Non-uniqueness has necessitated small accomodations in 
the implementation. 

§The fixed-order property states that there is a sequence of 
rule applications that will generate any graph under an arbitrary 
order of insertion of its vertices. 

any orthogonal structure as input, the generator pro- 
duces as output all possible children of the structure. 

Figure 11 shows that the LOOS operators fulfill the 
roles of both the representation space construction oper- 
ators and the search space operators in the design space 
model. They can do this as the search space is inten- 
tionally blind to any domain; it captures only the prop- 
erties of layouts of rectangles. This would seem to imply 
that the operators cannot be particularly semantically 
relevant in a design space that uses LOOS. Both strong 
advantages and disadvantages accrue to this fact as will 
be discussed below. 

The controller implements the search strategy of LOOS. 
The LOOS operators are exhaustive in the domain of sets 
of rectangles. Left blindly to their own devices they would 
generate vast numbers of layouts (for any but the smallest 
of problems), all but a vanishingly few layouts utter 
nonsense as solutions. The controller's basic function 
then is to efficiently guide the search for alternatives. It 
cannot predict directly from which alternative among a 
developing set a promising design might emerge, for that 
would appear to demand capabilities that are currently 
not understood. It can, and does, prune those alternatives 
that are guaranteed to lead to failure. In doing so, current 
versions of LOOS use a branch-and-bound search strat- 
egy. In branch and bound, only and exactly those states 
are expanded that have a score at least as good as any 
other generated before. Scores are determined by the 
tester which is described below. States that have worse 
scores are never touched again (and are thus pruned from 
the search). To allow consideration of a wide range of 
criteria the evaluation function of LOOS is structured as 
a triple : 

t(s) = (e(s), d(s), e(s)), 

R ~ R 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. The operators in LOOS (a) are contained completely 
within (and define) the range of the representation scheme V. 
In spatial grammars (b) only members of the language of the 

grammar are in V. 
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where c(s) is the number of constraints, d(s) the number 
of "strong" criteria and e(s) the number of "weak" cri- 
teria violated by a state, s. t(s) is called the score of s. 
Constraints, weak criteria, and strong criteria support a 
subjectively designated categorization of goals in a design 
problem. The controller ranks states lexicoyraphically, 
preferring scores for which c(s) is minimal; when a tie 
on c(s) exists, a minimal d(s) is preferred, and so on . . . .  

The controller works precisely because the search space 
of LOOS is modeling space monotonic. All of the tests 
to which a state is subject depend on information present 
and deducible from the representation of the objects and 
spatial relations in a state. Since knowledge of these, once 
inserted, can never be retracted by any of the operators, 
the evaluation function can never return a score for a 
state that is lower than its parent's score. Thus correct 
pruning can occur by looking at the parent alone. 

The tester contains the evaluation devices q[ LOOS. 
LOOS's generator and controller are both domain-inde- 
pendent in that they contain no architectural knowledge 
beyond the minimal geometric conditions of non- 
overlap. The other three components contain domain 
knowledge and must be rewritten for each new domain. 
Currently the domains of bathroom, kitchen, and high- 
rise service cores have been implemented. A tester for a 
domain is a set of test rules that can be applied to a 
partial design (provided the appropriate objects have 
been instantiated into the state that represents the 
design). The controller applies all test rules that it can to 
determine a score for a state. 

The strict syntactic nature of the generator permits all 
of the domain dependent knowledge about designs to be 
isolated from it and largely placed in the tester. As test 
rules are independent they can be incrementally modified 
and new ones can be easily added. This allows expert 
system techniques of knowledge acquisition to be readily 
applied. 

The pre-processor provides initial states to LOOS. For 
each specific design problem an initial context is needed, 
for example, the walls that bound a space. The pre- 
processor provides an interface between initial contexts 
stated in terms of a specific domain and the LOOS rep- 
resentation. Once a state is in place LOOS can begin. 
Note that the pre-processor presents a minor variation 
of the design space specification, in that it imposes a 
starting point other than the initial states I of the search 
space. It can be viewed as providing a very hard 
constraint, that no states in the space that do not at 
minimum have its structure can possibly succeed. 

The post-processor is a human-computer inter~ace .lot" 
LOOS. Orthogonal structures are not graphic objects, 
and must be interpreted to a visual display. In addition, 
the controller does not necessarily allocate every object 
for a problem. Some trivial ones are left to be inserted 
directly. These are the two functions of the post-pro- 
cessor. 

As an implementation of a design space LOOS presents 
several advantages [11, pp. 77-81] : 

• Its representation captures significant distinctions 
between designs. Conversely irrelevant details are sup- 
pressed. 

• The strict separation of syntactic generation and 

semantic testing allows the developnlcnt ol a search 
space that has (in addition to others) the crucial pro- 
perties of completeness, closure, monolonicit?, and 
representation scheme well-formedness. These permit 
efficient techniques for exhaustive enumeration to be 
employed. 

• The tester contains knowledge in atomic: and easily 
modifiable form. 

• The evaluation function of the controller adnfits the 
generation of designs that display significant tradeoffs. 

• By exhaustive enumeration it admits the possibility 
for surprise. If something interesting is out there, 
LOOS will find it. 

These advantages are contrasted with limitations, chief 
of which appears to be the combinatorial explosion of com- 
plete enumeration. Although programs have been imple- 
mented for bathrooms, kitchens, and high-rise service 
cores, these problems require the allocation of modest 
numbers of nodes. As the number of allocated objects 
increases, the number of state space possibilities rises 
explosively. It appears that any exhaustive enumeration 
strategy will meet the same obstacle. Current research 
addresses this problem and proposes making the LOOS 
representation and control hierarchical rather than fiat. 

Spatial grammars 
Parallel and complementary to the research tradition 

of the layout paradigm is an equally distinguished tra- 
dition that has grown from Post's seminal work in com- 
putation. Spatial grammars seek to express knowledge of 
design directly as compositional rules. When mapped to 
the design space model, these rules become search space 
operators with interesting implications for a search 
strategy. 

The roots of the grammar paradigm go very deep and 
these have been delved into at various times [2, 20]. 
The current generation of interest orbits the notion of a 
grammar as a device for formally describing rules of 
design and their implied larujuages. Informally a grammar 
is a quadruple G = (V,, V,, R, S) where 

V, is a finite set of terminals'. 

V, is a finite set of non-terminals disjoint from V,. The 
alphabet of the grammar is Z = V, u V,,. 

R is a finite set of rules of the form ~ --+ [t where 

is a composition of elements from Z such that at 
least one element of V,, is included. 

/~ is a composition of elements from Z. 

S~ V,, is a start symbol. 

The rules of the grammar (also known as productions) 
describe how to derive one composition from another. 
Rules are written c~ ~ / L  When a composition o) can be 
obtained from a composition 7 by the application of 
exactly one rule from G then 7 directly derives co, or 
7 ~ co. When u) can be obtained from 7 by the appli- 6 
cation of zero or more rules from G then 7 derives ~o, or 

), ~ co. Grammars implicitly specify a lanquage that is 
6 

the set of all compositions containing no non-terminals 
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(a) (b) 

(c) 

Fig. 12. A shape grammar and some members of its language. 
Shown are (a) the rules of the grammar, (b) the initial shape, 
and (c) some of the members of the language of the grammar. 

(elements of V,) that can be derived from the start symbol 
S. Note that the form of a composition is left undefined 
here. Different grammar systems operate on alphabets of  
different kinds and have different means of composition 
members of these alphabets. For  any specific grammar a 
precise specification of these compositions must be made. 

The most developed and used spatial grammar for- 
malism is that of shape grammars, largely of Stiny, that 
are introduced in [28-32],t discussed in [1, 4, 19, 33-37], 
reviewed in [2], implemented in [38--41], applied in [42- 
52], and extended in [18, 53-56]. Applications using close 
variants are [57-62]. Shape grammars produce objects 
that can be formed from lines by the operations of trans- 
formation (usually limited to the similarities) and shape 
union ; the set of all such objects is called the universe of 
shapes U*. Each shape grammar determines a subset of  
U*. An example shape grammar from [32] that generates 
drawings of  embedded squares is shown in Fig. 12. Note 
that the grammar rules use distinguished points (called 
labeled points in the literature) to control the language. 
These are the counterpart of the non-terminals in shape 
grammars. They all must be removed before a developing 
shape is admitted into the language of the grammar. 

To date, shape grammars have largely been used to 
characterize existing corpora of designs. In this role they 
have shown themselves to be a concise means of accu- 
rately describing the notion of style in architectural form. 
With implementations of shape grammar interpreters, 
and these are currently being developed in universities 
[39-41], it can be expected that shape grammars will find 
increased use in the generation of  new designs, and in 
the exploration of the possibilities implied by a set of 
conventions. 

Other spatial grammar formalisms exist, though none 
has been explored or utilized to the same extent as shape 
grammars. Stiny [34] presents a grammar in which the 
rules are comprised of sets of shapes instead of shapes. 
Structure grammars, by Carlson [63, 64], act on abstract 
spatial entities called structures ; intuitively these are sets 
of pairs of symbols and transformations. There has been 
recent interest in grammar systems defined on solid 
objects, as these promise to produce more complete rep- 

t I recommend [19, 32] and [57] be read together as an intro- 
duction to the formalism. 

:~ In claiming a small language size for both of these grammars 
I ignore dimensional variations (as do the authors) and refer 
only to the floor plan stage of Flemming's grammar. 

resentations of designs as their output. Fitzhorn [65] 
presents a graph-grammatical formalization of the Euler 
operators on boundary representation (B-rep) solids. 
Woodbury et al. [63] report early results of  work on a 
grammar on B-reps, the rules of which are at a higher 
level than the Euler operators. Outside of architecture, 
spatial grammars have received considerable attention in 
biology as models of the morphogenesis of plants; an 
accessible reference is [66]. 

The significance of spatial grammars in the present 
discussion is their mapping to the design space model. 
Obviously the rules of the grammar correspond to the 
search space operators of the model and the start symbol 
is the sole member of the set of  initial representations. 
Grammar rules work by performing compositions on 
symbols, and the set of all possible compositions is the 
representation space of the model. The modeling space 
differs according to the grammar formalism used. In 
shape grammars, it is the space of all abstract drawings. 
In solid grammars, it is some set of subsets (or of classes 
of those subsets) of R 3. The representation scheme, as 
usual, relates the modeling and representation spaces and 
it may have (depending on the formalism) some of the 
formal and informal properties discussed earlier. 

The most interesting aspects of spatial grammars 
relate to the rules, and how they can be used. In spatial 
grammars, the rules themselves typically prune the 
representation space. (Thus the operator structure is 
remarkably different from that of LOOS. See Fig. 11.) 
Their fascination arises when they are used to describe 
the hitherto indescribable ; when they are used to directly 
express generative design knowledge. Used in this mode 
they admit precise insight into the murkiness of archi- 
tectural design and criticism and allow the explicit cap- 
ture of design process. By representing "little fragments" 
of design knowledge, they allow the incremental creation 
of new theory, and often these "little fragments" them- 
selves provide direct insight into design. Such freedom 
comes at a cost. It is impossible to know that a set of 
rules captures all designs of interest. It is difficult to 
write a set of rules that defines many interesting designs 
and does not simultaneously define a lot of trash. 

Spatial grammars specify languages of designs. If the 
language is small, it can be generated and examined in 
its entirety, and some authors, notably Stiny and Mitchell 
[43, 44] and Flemming [61, 67], have taken pains to create 
such grammars while managing to retain deep insight.:~ 
If the language is large, and this will be usual if grammars 
are used in their most speculative roles, it becomes 
impractical (and impossible if the language is infinite) to 
display it in its entirety. Additional pruning is needed 
and this is the role of the search strategy. Current spatial 
grammar formalisms are silent on this topic, but it seems 
to me that it poses difficult issues due to the complexities 
of: (1) proving the formal properties of operators that are 
required by efficient search strategies and (2) providing 
appropriate evaluation mechanisms. An approach to the 
former problem has been proposed in [68, 69] and to the 
latter in [18]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Search (in architectural design at least) is more than a 
promising approach; it is a well-established paradigm 
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that has achieved serious objective results. On top of" its 
theoretical results, a small number of  systems have been 
implemented in university laboratories, and these are 
beginning to demonstrate that seaching for designs is not 
only theoretically interesting, but practically feasible. The 
research field is still very open and much theoretical work, 
particularly in algorithms and human--computer inter- 
face, remains. Searching for designs is at odds with C A D  
as it is currently seen in the profession, and its successful 
application will require further development ol' the new 
technology. The natural relation of  search 1o current 

theory of  human problem solving behavior suggests 
that it could greatly leverage human abilities in design, 
but only under a different attitude towards design. 'To 
take advantage of  search, we must begin to think in its 
terms; the unstated " h o w "  and "why"  must take their 
full places beside the "wha t"  and " w h e r e "  
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